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Abstract
　　This　present　paper　aims　to　uncover　what　prevents　EFL（English　as　a　fbreign　language）leamers
倉om　continuing　to　read　English　extensively　and　what　encourages　them　to　do　it　better　by　the
concept　of／10w　by　Mihaly　Csikszentmihalyi．　Flow　is　a　state　of　mind　when　we　feel　happy　by　doing
what　we　like　to　do　and　get　involved　in　it．　Autotelic，　one　of　major　elements　of．flow，　will　support　the
concept　of　Free　Voluntary　Reading．　Optimal　experience，　another　major　element　offlow，　will　be　an
ideal　state　of　reading　a　book　extensively．　The　nine　elements　of．flow　are　powerful　to　explain　about
the　requirement　of　extensive　reading（ER）．
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1．Introduction
　　Steven　Pinker　saysl　that　language　is　a　human　instinct，　but　written　language　is　not　as　is　mentioned
in　Charles　Darwin’s　The　Descent（ゾル毎η，　published　in　l　871，wh童ch　says　that　man　has　an　inst｛nctive
tendency　to　speak，　as　we　see　in　the　babble　of　our　young　children；wh霊lst　no　child　has　an　instinctive
tendency　to　brew，　bake，　or　write．　That　is　why　a　habit　of　reading　has　been　encouraged　at　home，
school　and　other　educational　facilities．　In－school　free　reading　programs　such　as　Free　Voluntary
Reading（FVR），　Sustained　Silent　Read重ng（SSR），　and　Se豆f　Selected　Reading（SSR）have　been　intro－
duced　since　more　than　half　a　century　ago．　The　pr（）ject　of“moming　reading”was　started　in　a　hlgh
school　in　Chiba　more　than　20　years　ago　and　dramatically　spread　all　over　Japan．　The　present　number
of　schools　that　have　introduced　the‘‘moming　reading”project　is　over　24，000．　Hayashi（2007）says
that　the　behavior　of　stUdents　improves　when　the“moming　reading”pr（）j　ect　works　well　at　school．
Yamamoto（2010）explains　that　the　prolect　as　well　as　extensive　reading　programs　fbr　leamers　in
EFL　or　English　as　a　fbreign　language　may　develop　1～eading　Sta〃lina，　which　is　considered　under　the
umbrella　te㎜，　Intelligence　Stamina，　and　therefore　the　stUdents　can　control　their　behavior　well．　Thls
paper　is　an　attempt　to　propose　that　the　concept　of‘Wow”by　Mihaly　Csikszentmihalyl　will　conthb一
iForward　for“Why　Our　Children　Can　’t　Read　And　PVhat　PVe　Can　Do　Abou〃’”（McGuinness，　Diane，1997，　NY：Touchstone．）
2ute　to　an　explanation　ofin－school　reading　programs　in　the　first　language　and　ER　programs　in　EFL．
2。EFL　Reading　and　Read蓋ng　Stamina
　　Reading　Engiish　as　a　fbreign　language　is　a　challenge　fbr　many　EFL　leamers．　They　need　to　have
rich　English　vocabulary，㎞ow　the　rules　of　syntax，　and　paragraph　structures．　In　addition　to　that　they
have　to　follow　the　storyline　by　processing　the　linguistic　infomiation　through　the　text　automatically．
　　Reading　a　story　printed　on　pages　is　different　from　reading　just　a　passage　on　one　page，　a　para－
graph　or　a　sentence．　Those　leamers　who　can　read　l　OO－English－word－passages　within　one　minute
cannot　always　read　a　6，000－English－word－passage　within　one　hour．　We　need　some　kind　of　stamina
to　keep　reading　English．　Yamamoto（2008a，2008b）calls　th三s　stamina　Reading　Sta〃吻αand　he　de－
fines　it　as　part　of　lntelligence　Stamina（Yamamoto，2010）．
　　Those　who　do　not　have　enough　reading　stamina　cannot　read　English　extensively，　but　extensive
reading　will　enable　them　to　build　their　reading　stamina．　Now　we　face　a　chicken－or－egg　problem．
　　It　is　not　as　easy　as　we　expect　to　read　English　books　extensively．　There　are　several　factors　that
prevent　EFL　leamers丘om　reading　English　extensively．
　　First，　the　learners　are　not　accustomed　to　reading　English　extensively　because　they　are　not　trained
to　do　this　at　school　in　Japan．　They　have　not　experienced　reading　fbr　such　a　long　time　in　their　regu－
lar　English　reading　class．　Many　EFL　learners　tend　to　lose　their　concentration　easily　somewhere
along　the　way　to　comprehending　the　story　when　they　start　to　read　some　pages　of　an　English　book．
The　Course　of　Study　by　MEXT2　does　not　prepare　any　courses　of　extensive　reading，　Not　many
schools　have　a　regular　extensive　reading　class．　In　a　traditional　English　class　in　Japan，　understanding
one　or　few　paragraphs　by　putting　it　into　Japanese　with　some　explanation　of　the　sentence　structures
is　the　main　activity　of　reading，　taking　a　whole　lesson　fbr　about　an　hour，　wh玉ch　is　categorized　as
intensive　reading．　Those　paragraphs　usually　contain　many　difficu至t　words　and　sentence　structures。
They　have　to　spend　a　great　amount　of　energy　to　grasp　the　meanings　of　a　fbw　paragraphs．　The　stu－
dents　would　feel　it　dif匠cult　to　read　those　passages　in　one　go　without　its　model　translation．　Table
lshows　the　list　of　differences　between　the　extensive　reading　class　and　the　traditional　reading　class．
　　Second，　the　Japanese　leamers　of　English　are　considered　to　be　rich　in　vocabulary　and㎞ow
English　grammar　well　due　to　the　training　of　intens量ve　reading．　However，　they　feel　uneasy　when
they　read　English　without　con且㎜ing　the　translation　of　it　in　Japanese．　It　seems　even　difficult　for
them　to　read　English　textbooks　that　are　fbr　those　who　two　or　three　years　junior　to　them．　They　seem
to　have　declarative　knowledge　of　English　rather　than　conceptUal　knowledge（Table　2）．　Yamamoto
（2003）finds　that　l　2山graders　feel　it　difficult　to　read　English　textbooks　fbr　8th　graders　if　they　are　not
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3Table　l：the　list　of　differences　between　the　tWo嚇）es　of　reading　class
ER　class Traditional　Reading　class
textbooksLeveled　readers，　Graded　ReadersMEXT　authorized　textbooks
Choice　of　booksLeamers　can　choose　booksUsually　leamers　have　no　choice
tranSlatiOn No　translation　task Translation　task　mainly
Amount　of　readingRead　extensively Read　intensively
Readlng　pace individually Together　at　the　same　speed
A丘er　reading Reading　lo9 Quizzes　or　tests
ComprehensionContent－based Structure－based
Table　2：Types　of　knowledge　and　its　use
Ithought　I　learned　it
b浮煤@cannot　use　it　welL
Ithought　I　leamed　it　but　cannot　use　it
@　　　　proper塾y　in　the　context．
Ican　use壼t　properly　in　the　context．
declaratlve㎞owledgeprocedural㎞owledge conceptual　knowledge
Knowing　that Knowlng　how
，1nexpert 　　　■窒盾浮狽撃獅?@expert Adaptive　expe質
conscious　learningunconscious　leaming　and　automaticity@　　　　　　in　the　fixed　context
unc nsc ous　leaming　and　automaticity
@　　　　　　in　diffヒ爬nt　contexts
explicit㎞owledgelmplicit㎞owledge　in　the　Hxed　contextimpli it　know［edge　in　diffbrent　contexts
aHQwed　to　access　the　Japanese　translation　Qf　them．　It　will　be　very　difficult　even　for　university　stU－
dents　to　read　h童gh　school　textbooks　fbr　l　O血graders　smoothly　fbr　half　an　hour（Yamamoto，2011）．
　　Third　is　lack　of　experience　of　selecting　English　books．　Almost　all　the　EFL　leamers　are　not　accus－
tomed　to　choosing　English　books　by　themselves．　They　tend　to　choose　Engl量sh　books　inappropriate
fbr　their　reading　abilities　or　have　no　idea　about　what　to　do．　If　they　are　told　to　choose　books　as　they
like，　the　books　they　will　choose　should　have　the　words　and　grammar　taught　in　class　befbre，　but　may
not　be　understood　well　because　they　are　not　sight　vocabulary　that　is　processed　automatically　in
their　mind　yet．
3．How　to　Read　Englis血Books　with　Pleasure
　　ER　like　Free　Voluntary　Reading　is　considered‘‘pleasure　reading。”It　seemS　that　the　topics　and
the　contents　are　important　when　the　readers　e煽oy　the　stories．　It　is　true，　but　one　more　thing　needs
to　be　mentioned．　They　are　to　reach　the　end　of　the　bGok　or　they　will　not　be　pleased。　Readers　will
be　sat重sfied　with　their　reading　when　they　manage　to　reach　the　last　page　of　the　book　and　understand
4what　the　writer　wants　to　tell　the　readers．　Ifthe　readers　wonder　what　the　ending　is　on　the　way　to　the
last　page，　they　will　be　more　pleased　when　they　know　the　ending．　In　order　to　reach　the　last　page，
they　have　to　keep　reading．　It　will　be　difficult　as　long　as　the　readers　struggle　with　understanding　the
meanings　of　many　words　appearing　in　the　story　and　structUres　that　are　too　complicated　for　the　read－
ers　to　comprehend　it　in　one　reading．
4．Processes　and　Models　of　Reading
4。1。Processes　of　Read藍ng
　　Wolf（2008）says　that　expert　readers　give　attention　to　letters　in　the丘rst　O　to　l　OO　milliseconds，
doing　the　three　cognitive　operations：to　disengage　from　whatever　else　we’re　doing，　to　move　our
attention　to　the　new　fbcus（pulling　ourselves　to　the　text），　and　to　spotlight　the　new　letter　and　word．
Expert　readers　are　said　to　recognize　a　letter　and　it　changes　the　visual　cortex　of　the　brain　between
Oand　l　50　millisecond．　In　100　to　200　milliseconds，　they　connect　letters　to　sounds　and　orthography
to　phonology．　In　200　to　500　milliseconds，　they　get　to　all　that　they　know　about　a　word．
　　Reading　is　a　complex　combination　of　processes．　Grabe（2008）lists　up　l　O　processes　of　reading
by　fluent　readers：
　　　　　1．Arapid　process
　　　　　2．An　efficient　process
　　　　　3．Acomprehending　process
　　　　　4．An　interactive　process
　　　　　5．Astrategic　process
　　　　　6．Aflexible　process
　　　　　7．Apu】可）osefUl　process
　　　　　8．An　evaluative　process
　　　　　9．Alearning　Process
　　　　lO．　A　Iinguistic　process
Grabe　and　Stoller（2011）divide　reading　into　two　types　of　processing：lower－level　processes　and
higher－level　processes．　Lower－level　processes　include　word　recognition，　syntactic　parsing（word
integration），　meaning　proposition　encoding．　Higher4evel　processes　include　text　model　of　compre．
hension，　sitUation　model　of　reader　interpretation，　background　knowledge　use　and　inferences，　and
executive　control　processes．　Both　lower－1evel　processes　and　h孟gher－level　processes　are　aspects　of
worklng　memory　processing．
　　Figure　l　shows　a　pyram三d　of　the　subtasks　of　reading　processes．　Readers　read　a　book　by　doing
those　subtasks　at　the　same　time．　They　have　to　do　those　subtasks　with董ess　energy　because　reading
is　a　marathon　of　cognition．　Readers　with　dyslexia　use　a　tremendous　amount　of　effort　and　energy．
5Enjoy　the　story　through　reading
Catching　the　intentlon　of　the　writer
Understanding　the　logic
Infbrring　the　story　ahead
Comprehending　the　story
Recognizing　the　paragraph　stmcture　and　understanding　it
Recognizing　the　sentence　structure　and　understanding　it
Recognizing　words
Perception　of　the　letters　of　words
Figure　l：Pyramid　of　the　subtasks　of　reading　Processes
Therefbre，　they　find　it　hard　to　continue　reading　for　lengthy　periods．　Readers　in　EFL　have　also　simi－
1ar　problems．
4．2．Models　of　Reading
　　Reading　models　are　categorized　into　word　recognition，　story　comprehension，　and　others．
Research　on　word　recogn量tion　has　several　models　such　as　the　logogen　model，　search　model，　inter－
active　activation　model，　distributed　representation　model，　and　some　are　related　to　connectionism
and　mental　lexicon．　These　models　are　basically　examined　within　a　few　seconds．
　　Grabe　and　Stoller（20n）show　that　there　are　two　ways　of　v三ewing　models　of　reading．　One　is
metaphorical　models　of　reading　such　as　Bottom－up　models，　Top－down　models，　and　Interactive
models．　The　other　is　specific　models　of　reading　such　as　the　Interactive　Compensatory　Model　and
Word　Recognition　ModeL　In　metaphorical　models　of　reading，　it　seems　that　a　modified　interactive
model，　or　a　hybrid　bottom－up／top－down　model　will　be　a　usefUl　interpretation　of　general　reading
comprehension　processes．
4・3・Invo］ved　in　reading
An　expert　tennis　pIayer　may　make　his　or　her　racket　a　part　of　his　or　her　arm　and　use　it　like　his
or　her　own　hand　naturally．　We　may　apply　this　idea　to　conceptUal　knowledge．　Expert　readers　may
enter　into　the　story　of　the　book　when　they　read　it　and　become　part　of　the　book．　The　reader　will　be－
come　the　last　piece　of　the　jigsaw　puzzle　in　each　scene　of　the　story　while　he　or　she　reads　the　book．
Comprehension　comes　when　the　last　piece　goes　to　the　proper　place．　Ski璽led　persons　make　the　tools
part　of　their　body　or　mind　and　assimilate　it　as　if　it　was　part　of　the　body．　Ichikawa（1975）cans　it
‘㎞m三komi，’or　assimilation．　The　concept　of／10w　will　allow　us　to　understand‘㎞〃iiko〃li’in　reading
by　leaming　how　to　experience．〃ow．
65．FIOW
　　Mihaly　Csikszentmihalyi　is　an　American　professor　who　introduced．flow　when　he　was　at　Chicago
University　more　than　thirty　years　ago．　He　noticed　that　people　have　qu童te　similarプ10w　experiences
when　each　of　them　feels　happy，　no　matter　how　different　they　are　in　ages，　sexes，　fields，　cultUres，　or
countries．　His　examinees　are　chess　players，　rock　climbers，　dancers，　artists，　and　surgeons　who　report
that　they　feel　happy，　lose　their　sense　of　time，　and　do　not　need　anything　else　when　they　dedicate
themselves　to　doing　their　work．　They　do　not　even　want　to　be　rewarded　with　money　or　fame　when
they　are　involved　with　the　activity．　Csikszentmihalyi（1975）calls　this　optimal　experience／70w．
　　The　metaphor　ofプ10w（Csikszentmihalyi，1997）is　one　that　many　people　have　used　to　describe
the　sense　of　effbrtless　action　they　feel　in　moments　that　stand　out　as　the　best　in　their　lives．　For　ath－
letes　it　is‘‘being　in　the　zone，”for　religious　mystics，　it　is　being　in‘‘ecstasy，”and　fbr　artists　and　mu－
s重cians　it　is　aesthetic　raptUre．　Athletes，　mystics，　and　artists　describe　their　experiences　similarly
when　they　reaohflow，　though　their　acts　are　quite　different　from　each　other．　We　assume　that　readers
in　ER　will　be　in　the　state　offlow　as　his　examinees　in　various　fields，
　　Csikszentmihalyi（1996）suggests　that　there　are　nine　main　elements　ofLfZow．　Those　elements　may
give　us　hints　of　success　in　ER：
1．There　are　clear　goals　every　step　of　the　way．
2．There　is　immed孟ate　feedback　to　one’s　actions．
3．There　is　a　balance　between　challenges　and　skills．
4．Actions　and　awareness　are　merged．
5．Distractions　are　excluded　from　consciousness．
6．There　is　no　worly　fbr　failure．
7．Se1」f－consciousness　disapPears．
8．The　sense　of　time　becomes　distorted．
9．The　activity　becomes　autotelic．
1．Clear　goals
　　People　getプ10w　easily　when　they　face　a　clear　set　of　goals　that　require　appropriate　responses，
such　as　chess，　te㎜is，　or　poker，　which　have　goals　and　rules　for　action．　The　players　just　try　to　do　the
right　thing　in　the　right　way　according　to　the　mles　fbr　the　goals．　ER　wi藍l　be　successfUl　when　the
readers　have　c蓋ear　goa董s　and　mles　on　ER．．　The　ER　program　called‘Yomu－bee”童n　Yamanashi，　di－
rected　by　Kanatani　in　l　989　has　a　clear　goal　of　reading　leveled　readers　and　graded　readers　exten－
sively　by　taking　a　marathGn　as　an　analogy．　The　leamers　attending　the　project　keep　their　reading
record　based　on　difficulties　of　ER　books　they　read　like　O．2　km　and　the　goal　is　of　course　42．195㎞．
7Sakai　and　Kanda（2005）set　up　a　goal　of　one　million　English　words．　Thanks　to　the　research　of
Toyota　National　College　of　Technology　by　Nishizawa，　Yoshioka，　and　Fukada（2010），　it童s　verified
that　one－million－English－word－reading　is　worthwhile．
2．Immediate　feedback
　　The　readers　can　receive　immediate　feedback　if　they　choose　slim　volumes　of　leveled　readers　fbr
ER．　They　can　easily　reach　the　end　of　the　book　and　understand　the　story　fUlly　in　a　short　time．
Reading　a　book　cover－to－cover　gives　the　readers　a　sense　of　satisfaction．
　　Keeping　a　reading　log　will　increase　immediate　feedback．　The　teachers　should　assist　the　ER
leamers　to　keep　reading　log　by　themselves．
3．Abalance　between　cha塁1enges　and　skills
　　Csikszentmihalyi（1997）says　that　the　flow　experience　acts　as　a　magnet　fbr　leaming－that　is，　fbr
developing　new　levels　of　challenges　and　skills，　If　the　challenges　and　skills　meet　ideally，　a　person
would　be　constantly　growing　while　e均oying　whatever　he　or　she　did．　You　will　be　in　a　state　ofプ70w
in　ER　English　books　extensively　if　you　select　the　right　level　of　English　books　on　the　basis　of　your
reading　stamina，　and　then　you　will　develop　your　reading　stamina　gradua蓋ly．　Cautions：do　not　take
thick　books，　graded　readers　that　seem　easy　to　read　but　which　are　long　enough　for　the　readers　to　run
out　their　reading　stamina　are　best
4＆5．Actions　and　awareness　merged　and　distractions　are　excluded　from　consciousness
　　When　the　readers　enter　the　world　of　the　story　and　become　like　one　of　the　characters，　their　read－
ing　is　merged　and　any　distractions　are　excluded　f｝om　their　consciousness．　The　school　library　is　a
good　place　to　read　and　facilitate　access　to　the　book　world　because　it　is　basically　a　quiet　place．　The
stUdents　know　that　they　are　supposed　to　be　quiet　there．　The　books　surround　the　stUdents　and　a　silent
pressure　is　exerted　on　them．
6＆7．There　is　no　worry　about　failure　and　self－consciousness　disappears
　　While　the　readers　are　inflow，　they　are　too　involved　to　be　concerned　with　failure．　It　is　like　a　feel－
ing　of　total　control．　If　the　readers　read　a　lot　of　slim　books　and　gain　a　lot　of　successfh1　experiences，
it　will　build　their　secure　feeling　about　read童ng　English　books　and　make　them　feel　that　they　will
reach　the　end　of　another　English　book　easily　the　next　time　too．
8＆9．The　sense　of　time　becomes　distorted，　and　t量1e　activity　becomes　autotetic
　　The　te㎜autotelic　literally　means‘‘a　self　that　has　self－contained　goals，”and　it　reflects　the　idea
that　such　an　individual　has　relatively　few　goals　that　do　not　originate　ffom　within　self
8（Csikszentmihalyi，1990）．　You　are　in　a　state　offlorv　when　the　task　you　have　to　do　and　your　abilities
f（）rthe　task　are　well－balanced．　In　a　state　of／Zow，　you　do　not　want　any　extr孟nsic　rewards　but　keep
seeking　an　optical　experience　and　you　are　autotelic　just　l童ke　a　kid　who　plays　with　sand　in　the　kin－
dergarten（Yamamoto，2006）．　The　readers　will　fbrget　time　when　they　are　in　a　state　ofプZow　just　as
kids　fbrget　time　when　they　are　involved　with　sand－play．　Those　readers　who　take　a　gla且ce　at　the
clock　or　the　watch　covertly　show　that　they　are　not　in　a　state　of／70w　and　need　to　change　their　books
because　the　books　do　not　fit　them　at　that　time．　The　reason　may　be　that　the　book　level　and　their
readillg　stamina　are　not　balanced　well．　They　may　overestimate　their　reading　stamina　and　have　cho－
sen　more　difficult　books　than　they　can　read．　They　may　be　just　sleepy　then　and　lose　concentration
easily，　so　they　should　choose　easier　books．　Such　advice　should　be　given　to　the　leamers　but　it　is
impossible　fbr　the　teachers　to　give　it　to　them　if　they　read　ER　books　outside　the　classroom．　That　is
why　it　is　better　to　have　in－school　ER　class　regularly．
　　Csikszentmihalyi（1997）theプ10w　experience　acts　as　a　magnet　for　learning　一　that童s，　fbr　develop－
ing　new　levels　of　challenges　and　skills．　When　the　book　level　and　the　readers’reading　stamina　meet
well，　they　would　be　constantly　developing　their　reading　stamina　more　while　enjoying　whatever
books　they　read．
6．Conclusion
　　This　paper　proposes　that　the　concept　of‘プZow”by　Mihaly　Csikszentmihalyi　will　give　us　hints　of
teaching　how　to　read　English　extensively　in　the　in－school　reading　programs　in　the　EFL　context．　The
nine　elements　of／70w　suggest　what　we　need　in　order　to　succeed　in　our　ER：ER　books　should　be
chosen　by　the　students　properly．　The　instruction　of　choosing　books　is　very　important．　Reading
stamina　of　the　students　may　change　due　to　their　physical　condition．　If　they　feel　sleepy，　then　let
them　choose　easier　books　than　usual．　The　class　environment　for　ER　should　be　carefUlly　organized．
The　challenge　and　the　skills　should　be　matched．　The　research　of　investigatingプ10w　in　ER　wi夏l　be
afUrther　challenge　to　be　addressed．
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